Neuronal migration errors: Right cells,
wrong place
4 January 2011
Normally, cortical nerve cells or neurons reside in
the brain's gray matter with only a few scattered
neurons in the white matter, but some people with
schizophrenia have a higher number of neurons in
the white matter. Neuronal migration errors may
arise in schizophrenia as a consequence of both
genetic and environmental factors.

If scientists understood the molecular factors that
prevented the neurons from migrating into the
cortex, they might be able to develop treatments
that prevented the inhibitory neurons from getting
"stuck" in the white matter.
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Their results linked two main findings emerging
from analyses of brain tissue in schizophrenia:
abnormalities in the inhibitory neurons within the
cortex and increases in neurons in white matter
below the cortex.
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"Our observations challenge the long held theory
that increased neurons in the white matter might
be remaining from a transient layer of cells,"
explained Prof. Cyndi Shannon Weickert and Dr.
Samantha Fung. "We suggest that, in
schizophrenia, inhibitory neurons that were
travelling to the cortex might actually be stuck at
some stage in their development."
This study's findings highlight the importance of
brain development for the emergence of symptoms
associated with schizophrenia. As noted by Dr.
John Krystal, Editor of Biological Psychiatry, "this
study highlights the importance for schizophrenia
of better understanding the molecular switches that
control the migration of nerve cells and the
development of the connections between nerve
cells."
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